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Driving Style Evaluation
The driver style analysis is carried out based on the below table.

Performance

Smoothness

Response

Consistency

Throttle speed

Full throttle point
@ corner exit.
Coasting between
coming of brakes
& going on the
throttle

Braking

Max. Total brake
pressure.
Minimum Long G.
Braking point
location.
Braking length.

Brake release
smoothness

Braking
aggression.
Coasting between
off throttle and on
the brakes.

Gearing

Shift point.
Upshift duration.

Throttle blipping
on downshift.

Steering

Driving line
against lap time
variance.

Steering
smoothness

Evaluate
performance,
smoothness &
response for
different corner,
laps & tracks.
Evaluate
performance,
smoothness &
response for
different corner,
laps & tracks.
Evaluate
performance,
smoothness &
response for
different corner,
laps & tracks.
Evaluate
performance,
smoothness &
response for
different corner,
laps & tracks.

Acceleration

Average throttle
position.
Throttle histogram

Steering speed
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General lap comparison between two drivers

Incorrect Gear

Sign of Oversteer

Off the throttle
incorrect Gear
Early release of throttle

Early Gear shift &

Release of throttle

Throttle Histogram
Driver A (red) has an higher average throttle than driver B (white)

Driver B spends more time off
throttle and at part throttle

Driver A spends
much more
time at full
throttle

The difference between the two drivers at 0% throttle is much smaller, and driver B’s bins at part
throttle are significantly higher, which indicates that driver A treats throttle as ON/OFF switch.
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Throttle Acceptance
When the driver exits a low-to medium corner, the point where full throttle is reached should follow
shortly after G-peck. The value of the lateral acceleration channel at the full throttle point is
measure of the assertiveness of the driver. Throttle acceptance can be defined as the amount of
lateral acceleration where the driver is able to reach full throttle. This value is expressed as a
percentage of the maximum cornering Gs for the respective corner.
Target value for percentage of lateral
acceleration where the driver should be at full
throttle
Power Output
<150 HP
150-250 HP
250-400 HP
>400%

% lateral G at 100% throttle
95%
90%
85%
80%

In the below figure, throttle acceptance value is 60%, which indicates that the driver was careful
while applying the throttle.

.092

1.53

Throttle Acceptance =
(0.92/1.53)*100
=60%
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In the below figure, throttle acceptance value is 80%, which indicates that the driver was aggressive
in applying the throttle.

Throttle Acceptance =
(1.36/1.68)*100
=80%
1.36
1.68

Throttle Speed
The throttle speed channel gives information on the smoothness with which the driver applies
throttle. Below figure gives comparison between two drivers. We see both drivers exiting the corner
the blue trace shows that this respective driver was earlier at the full throttle. Hover ever the white
coloured trace has higher exit speed despite less throttle. The reason to this can be explained with
the throttle speed channel. The blue trace shows a lot more fluctuation than the red one. This puts
unwanted pitch movement in the chassis, resulting in load variation at the tire contact patches. This
will unsettle the car and prevent a good exit from this corner. The driver that produced coloured
graphs is much smoother on the build up to the full throttle and has a better exit.

Smoother throttle application

Coasting
Coasting is a period of time where the driver is neither on the throttle nor on brakes. There are two
types of coasting. Coasting is the lost time that could have been used for acceleration (later braking,
earlier acceleration).
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•
•

Coasting between coming off the throttle and going on the brakes
Coasting between coming off the brakes and going on the throttle.

A simple math channel is created to indicate where the driver is coasting.

Driver in white trace is coasting for
longer time than the driver in blue
trace.

Coasting comparison between two
drivers, with the help of track map

Braking
The following characteristics are analyses to compare drivers braking performance.
• Braking point location and consistency.
• Total braking distance and braking distance consistency
• Reaction time between the moment the driver comes off the throttle and steps on
the brakes.
• Quickness in building up maximum deceleration
• How hard is the driver braking
• Brake pressure modulation to compensate for changes in friction between the tires
and track surface
• Brake pressure variation during the throttle blips for downshifting
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More aggressive braking
Braking point 40 m early

150m
210m

Braking Effort
To determine the amount of effort the driver uses to brake the vehicle, it suffices to look at
two parameters.
•
•

Maximum total brake pressure. We need to look at the sum of front and rear brake
pressure as we do want to brake effort indication.
Minimum longitudinal acceleration. Maximum brake pressure normally should not
necessarily result in the minimum peak of longitudinal acceleration but should at
least be close to it.

Max. Brake pressure and max.
Longitudinal Deceleration point lies
close to each other.
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The white brakes hardest & has the
highest deceleration. Also a lot of
variation in deceleration at high brake
pressure.

Red has higher deceleration
at lower brake pressure

Braking point and length
To visualize & evaluate braking point and length, brake pressure channel versus distance or brake
pressure channel on top of track map.
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Trail Braking
For cars producing 2G of cornering power, maximum longitudinal Gs should be approximately 95%
of maximum lateral Gs.
This value slightly varies with the configuration of the vehicle. The following correction should be
applied.
•
•
•
•
•

Front engine
Rear engine
Square tire contact patch
Average tire contact patch
Wide tire contact patch

-2%
+2%
+2%
+0%
-2%

Near circular transition between maximum cornering G and
maximum longitudinal deceleration

There is a vacant area in the GG graph. It shows that the driver is not utilising the maximum
potential of the car. He is not turning into most of the right hand corners while partially braking the
car. He is not practicing trail braking. In this transition phase we should have both lateral and
longitudinal accelerations present.
G combined = √𝐺 2 𝑙𝑎𝑡 + 𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔2

By analysing the combined G channel, early braking will show up as a valley in the data trace during
braking phase. Another indication of early braking can be inadequate braking effort, also called as
easing of brakes. Effective braking is revealed in the traction circle graph as a near – circular
transition between maximum cornering G and maximum longitudinal deceleration.
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If it was an early braking,
then there would have been
a valley like this

Sign of proper
braking.

Braking speed
Braking requires a fast build-up to the maximum brake pressure and a certain degree of smoothness
coming off the brakes. Too much brake pressure modulation upsets the chassis, making it even more
difficult to stop the car in time. On the other hand brake modulation is necessary to compensate for
changes in the traction between the tires and the track surface.
Consider an example given in the below figure. The braking manoeuvre beings where the driver’s
right foot is removed from throttle and transferred to brake pedal. This action cast few seconds. The
brake speed channel shows that the brake pressure increases relatively slowly. The maximum brake
pressure is achieved after half of the total braking distance. The driver’s footwork is rather sloppy,
something that is indicated by serious fluctuating the brake speed trace. During the drivers
downshift, nearly all the brake pressure is lost as the drivers blip the throttle.

Reaction time from
throttle to brakes

Loss of brake pedal
pressure during throttle
blip for downshift

Maximum
pressure build

Slow brake pressure build up

Consider a better braking manoeuvre in the below figure. There is no absolutely delay between the
moment the driver’s foot is removed from the throttle and when the brake is engaged. The
maximum brake pressure is reached instantaneously. From that moment the driver is releasing the
brake pressure gradually to avoid wheel lock up.
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The peak of the brake speed channel tells us, how aggressive the driver brakes.

No time delay between off
throttle and on brakes

Quick
pressure
buildup

Gradual release of the
brakes.

Brake speed channels peak value
tell us how much aggressive the
driver is into braking

Shifting Gears
Gear change analysis focuses on the following points
1. Up-shift
• At which engine speed does the driver change to a higher gear?
• Duration of the up shift?
2. Downshift
• At which engine speed does the driver changes to lower gear?
• Throttle blipping
• Brake modulation during downshift

Steering
The way the driver reacts from the vehicle inputs he gets from the steering wheel will reflect on the
speed with which he turns the steering wheel. A car with handling problem requires more steering
correction from the driver and creates higher steering speed amplitude. When a corner is taken at a
lower speed, the steering speed amplitude decreases. Before analysing the steering speed channel,
check out from the driver if the corner is being approached at a maximum speed and if the balance
of the car is acceptable before thinking about steering problems.
Consider the example in the below figure. The steering angle and steering speed traces are given for
two different driers going through a corner. The driver producing white steering trace has a lower
average amplitude, which also is proven by a smoother steering angle trace.
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The driving line
GPS driving line analysis is little bit risky, as the data recorded in different days can have an offset in
the driving lines due to GPS satellite drift. In general video analysis is expected to be better mode od
analysis compared to the GPS.
The line selected by the driver when negotiating a corner is determined by the maximum speed of a
car being driven at the limit during cornering. To achieve the greatest possible cornering speed, the
path through the corner should be an arc with the greatest possible radius. The speed maintained
through the corner also determines the speed on the following straightway.
Consider an example shown in the figure below. It depicts the GPS signal of two drivers negotiating
the last corner at Paul Ricard before the main straight. The driver producing the white lines takes a
larger radius through the corner. There by having a higher speed through the corner and later
through the main straight.

Driver consistency over multiple lap
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Driver consistency is analyses using the lap times. The figure below shows the sector timing of two
different drivers. The Paul Ricard track was divided into 3 sectors. For higher accuracy and precision
of analysis, the track can be divided further more.

The lap time comparison between two drivers over an entire outing, will help us to see the
consistency of the lap times.
The lap times over individual sectors will be useful to pinpoint the exact point of variation in lap
time. This method is useful to study the consistency of the drivers.

02:26.9

Lap time comparison b/w drivers

02:22.6
02:18.2
02:13.9
02:09.6
02:05.3
Lap 1 Lap 2 Lap 3 Lap 4 Lap 5 Lap 6 Lap 7 Lap 8 Lap 9 Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap
11 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

In general both the drivers are not consistent with their lap times. The driver in red trace is not
consistent with his lap times, towards the end of the outing.
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Sector 1
00:55.3
00:53.6
00:51.8
00:50.1
00:48.4
00:46.7
00:44.9
00:43.2
00:41.5
Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap Lap
1
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Sector 2
00:38.9
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Sector 3
00:51.4
00:51.0
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00:50.1
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